
 

PSAgS gegen die thermischen Auswirkungen 
von Störlichtbögen
	 Arc	Flash	PPE,	Level	3,	ATPV	≥	25	cal/cm²
 Open Arc Test Method



Arc flash PPE - HRC 3

arc flash software

Software is based on the calculation algorithm of the DGUV-I 203-077 for three-phase
installation. Conversational menu guidance and database-assisted preselection of
different parameters for less experienced users. Short circuit current calculation for
simple radial system according to DIN VDE 0102. Supports calculation of the arc
energy, if the necessary short circuit current value doesnt exist. You can choose
between a simple and exactly calculation method.
The simple method allows a small amount of specific system knowledge, works therefor
with higher security additions. Exactly method is more complex, therefor certain security
additons can be reduced. This can reveal different results, for the exactly method can be
arc protection class 1 enough but the simple method could claim class 2.

Special software functions:
- selection menus
- types of system
- protection characteristic lines
- system parameter
- integrated digital characteristic curves  from over 600 NH- and HH-fuses
- generation of system labelling (Arc Label)
- extended range of functions of the short-current calculation

Values can be saved project-related.
Results in form representation.
Saving in different file types.

If required, the PPE can be combined, based on the calculation result,
in a separate part of the software. The result of your calculation will be
shown as integral component of a risk assessment.
Besides the arc energy, the required test level of the PPE against electric arc
will be shown as:
- protection class 1 (158 kJ)
- protection class 2 (318 kJ)
- XXX (concrete value in kJ)

Based on the calculation result, you get suggestion for appropriate certificated
PPE against electric arcs, even if  they are above class 2, W(LBP) > 320 kJ.

System requirements:
- Windows 7 or 8

Description Material number

BSD electric arc - software 4999999

arc flash face shield "ErgoS 2Power" HRC 3, 26.0 cal/m²

- arc flash faceshield of the latest generation, light, transparent chin protection,
  perfect weight balance for the helmet
- arc flash tested according to ASTM F2178,  ATPV: 26.0 cal/cm²
- arc flash tested according to DGUV GS-ET-29, class 2 (APC 2)
- EN 166, "personal eye-protection requirement"
- ANSI / ISEA Z87.1 - 2015
- true color visor, through not tinted visor > 95%
- Useful life up to 10 years
- universal-bracket matching on common electrian hard hats
- slot-bracket suitable for all hard hats with 30 mm  Euro-slots
- brackets for other hard hats on request
- delivery with anti-fog protective spray

Description Material number

electrician face shield ErgoS 2Power, HRC 3, 26 cal/cm², universal-bracket 7406510

electrician face shield ErgoS 2Power, HRC 3, 26 cal/cm², EU-slot-bracket 7406520

electrician face shield ErgoS 2Power, HRC 3, 26 cal/cm², US-slot-bracket 7406530

electrician face shield ErgoS 2Power, HRC 3, 26 cal/cm², Petzl-bracket 7406540

Anti-fog spray 30 ml bottle 7406601
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arc flash face shield "ErgoS Power" HRC 3, 26.0 cal/cm²

- arc flash tested in combination with Balaclava item-no. 7406480
  according to ASTM F2178,  ATPV: 26.0 cal/cm²
- EN 166, "personal eye-protection requirement"
- ANSI / ISEA Z87.1 - 2015
- true color visor, through not tinted visor > 95%
- Useful life up to 10 years
- universal-bracket matching on common electrian hard hats
- slot-bracket suitable for all hard hats with 30 mm  Euro-slots
- brackets for other hard hats on request

Description Material number

electrician face shield ErgoS Power, HRC 3, 26.0 cal/cm² *), universal-bracket 7406410

electrician face shield ErgoS Power, HRC 3, 26.0 cal/cm² *), EU-slot-bracket 7406420

visor for ErgoS Power with universal-brackt 7406402

visor for ErgoS Power with slot-bracket 7406403

Anti-fog spray 30 ml bottle 7406601

arc flash face shield "Ergos-Intec Power" HRC 3, 28.0 cal/cm²

Electrician face shield with integrated visor and
the Real View Technology by  BSD.The Visor can be pushed into the hard hat when not in
use.

- electric arc tested according to ASTM F2178, 28.0 cal/cm²
- visor  EN 166, EN 170 and ANSI/ISEA Z87.1
- hard hat EN 397, EN 50365 (class 0) and ANSI/ISEA Z89.1
- Real View Technology by BSD
- color reproduction index > 95 %, visor has no aging
- permanent anti-fog protection
- available accessory: ear-defender, hard hat lamp

Description Material number

face shield ErgoS-Intec Power integrated in helmet, HRC 3, 28 cal/cm², 7406501

headlamp for face shield ErgoS-intec 7406414

ear protection for face shield ErgoS-intec 7406413

Sweatband in front for face shield ErgoS-intec 7406406

Sweatband behind for face shield ErgoS-intec 7406407

Helmet strap complete for face shield ErgoS-intec 7406408

chinstrap for face shield ErgoS-intec 7406409
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arc flash balaclava, 34.0 cal/cm²

- arc flash tested according to ASTM F1959, ATPV: 34.0 cal/cm²
- for wearing under face shields
- for a higher arc flash protection of the head
- double layer fabric: 7.8 oz/yd²
- univeral-size
- color: darkblue

1 1,0 Stck. 030027 : null null
2 1,0 Stck. 030028 : null null

Description Material number

Balaclava, 34.0 cal/cm² 7406480

electrician hard hat

- thermoplastic hard hat
- straight hard hat shell with rain-gutter
- extreme lateral rigidity
- side mounting option. e.g. for helmet lamp
- available in yellow, white and red
- 1000 V AC
- wear life 4 years
- DIN EN 50365
- with rotatable fastener for individual size adjustment
- at request your company emblem can be applied on the hard hat

Description Material number

electrician hard hat yellow 1000 V 7404000

electrician hard hat white 1000 V 7404001

electrician hard hat red 1000 V 7404002

chin strap

- fitting to electrican helmet 7 404 000, -001, -002
- out of textile band with comfortable snap closing
- as 2- or 4-point construction

Description Material number

chin straps, with 2-point fastener 7490000

chin strap 20 mm black with 4-point fastener 7491001
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headlamp for "ErgoS" face shields

- fitting to electrican helmet 7 404 000, -001, -002
- out of textile band with comfortable snap closing
- as 2- or 4-point construction

Description Material number

forehead lamp for ErgoS 7404500

hard hat lamp

- high-power LED-light out of shock resistant and waterproof case
- 3 watt Cree-LED, ca. 7000 Kelvin colour temperature
- up to 150 m light range
- very long service life
1 1,0 Stck. 010011 : lamp holder

Description Material number

Power LED helmet lamp with bracket, for ATEX zone 1 7404200

arc flash hood Plus, HRC 3, 25.0 cal/cm²

The arc flash Hood permits the user to work at live parts or in the vicinity
 of live parts without requirements for head protection (falling objects).

- arc flashl tested according to ASTM F2178, ATPV: 25.0 cal/cm²
- arc flashl tested according to DGUV GS-ET-29, class 2 (APC 2)
- additional arc flashl tested with a higher test level W(LBP)= 630 kJ
- EN 166 "Personal eye protection"
- back of the head is protected against thermal dangers of an electric arc
  through embedded neck protection
- true color visor
- color royal/navy blue
- classification on visor
- universal-size

Description Material number

arc flash hood plus, HRC 3, 25.0 cal/cm² with neck guard 7406970

visor for BSD arc protection hood 395 kJ / 630 kJ 7406920

storage-bag for BSD arc protection hood 7406950
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lamp for arc flash hood Plus

- mounted via special fastening on the peak of the hood
- low weight 85g
- powerful LEDs, with 4 power levels
- light ON time ca. 200 h
- luminous flux 100 Lumen

Description Material number

lamp with special holder for arc protection hood 7404400

bump cap for  arc flash hood Plus

- can be added as impact protection to the arc protection hood
- protection against impact injury category 1

Description Material number

bump cap for arc protection hood 7406945

neck protection for arc flash BSD hood Plus

- added via hook and loop fastener to back part of the hood
- therefore all round protection of the head against the thermal dangers of the electric arc

Description Material number

neck protection for arc protection hood 7406940

arc flash hood "Classic" HRC 3, 28.0 cal/cm²

The arc flash BSD Hood permits the user to work at live parts or in the vicinity
 of live parts.

- arc flash tested according to ASTM F2178, ATPV: 28.0 cal/cm²
- also certificared to ASTM F1506, CSA Z462, OSHA 1910.269
- true color visor
- with integrated hard hat and bracket
- fabric double layer, 350 g/m² (10 oz.yd2) per Layer: cotton, antistatic
- color navyblue
- universal-size

Description Material number

arc protection hood HRC 3, 28.0 cal/cm² 7406985

visor for ErgoS Hood HRC 3, 28.0 cal/cm² 7406984
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arc flash gloves, HRC 3, 31.0 cal/cm²

- arc flash tested according to IEC 61482-1-1: ATPV 31 cal/cm²
- arc flash tested according to IEC 61482-1-2:2007 class 2 (APC 2)
- additional tested with a higher tesl leve W(LBP)= 395 kJ
- protection against mechanic risks according to EN 388:2003
- protection against thermal risks according to EN 407:2004
- back side of glove made of double-textile
- perfect fit via soft and flexible leather
- excellent delicacy of feeling

Description Material number

BSD arc flash gloves, 395 kJ, HRC 3, 31.0 cal/cm², size: 8 4650308

BSD arc flash gloves, 395 kJ, HRC 3, 31.0 cal/cm², size: 9 4650309

BSD arc flash gloves, 395 kJ, HRC 3, 31.0 cal/cm², size: 10 4650310

BSD arc flash gloves, 395 kJ, HRC 3, 31.0 cal/cm², size: 11 4650311

BSD arc flash gloves, 395 kJ, HRC 3, 31.0 cal/cm², size: 12 4650312

arc flash jacket "Classic" HRC 3, 28.0 cal/cm²

- arc flash tested according to ASTM F1959, ATPV: 28,0 cal/cm²
- also certificated according to CSA Z462, OSHA 1910.269
- for the highest arc flash protection
- to wear over the normal PPE or clothing
- embroidered signs with class specification on the collar
- double layer fabric:
  outer layer 350 g/m² (10 oz/yd2): cotton, carbon
  inner layer 250 g/m² (7.4 oz/yd2): cotton, polyamid, carbon
- color: navyblue

Description Material number

BSD jacket HRC 3, 28.0 cal/cm², size: S 4655080

BSD jacket HRC 3, 28.0 cal/cm², size: M 4655081

BSD jacket HRC 3, 28.0 cal/cm², size: L 4655082

BSD jacket HRC 3, 28.0 cal/cm², size: XL 4655083

BSD jacket HRC 3, 28.0 cal/cm², size: XXL 4655084

BSD jacket HRC 3, 28.0 cal/cm², size: XXXL 4655085
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arc flash bib overall "Classic" HRC 3, 28.0 cal/cm²

- arc flash tested according to ASTM F1959, ATPV: 28,0 cal/cm²
- also certificated according to CSA Z462, OSHA 1910.269
- for the highest arc flash protection
- to wear over the normal PPE or clothing
- embroidered signs with class specification on left leg
- double layer fabric:
  outer layer 350 g/m² (10 oz/yd2): cotton, carbon
  inner layer 250 g/m² (7.4 oz/yd2): cotton, polyamid, carbon
- color: navyblue

Description Material number

BSD bib overall HRC 3, 28.0 cal/cm², size: S 4655090

BSD bib overall HRC 3, 28.0 cal/cm², size: M 4655091

BSD bib overall HRC 3, 28.0 cal/cm², size: L 4655092

BSD bib overall HRC 3, 28.0 cal/cm², size: XL 4655093

BSD bib overall HRC 3, 28.0 cal/cm², size: XXL 4655094

BSD bib overall HRC 3, 28.0 cal/cm², size: 3XL 4655095

arc flash kit "Classic" HRC 3, 28.0 cal/cm²

Kit-HRC 3 consists of:

- 1 pce arc flash hood HRC 3
- 1 pce arc flash  jacket HRC 3
- 1 pce arc flash dungarees HRC 3
- 1 pair arc flash gloves HRC 3
- 1 pce storage bag

- arc flash hood with integrated hard hat and bracket tested according to
  ASTM F2178, ATPV: 28.0 cal/cm²
- arc flash tested according to ASTM F1959, ATPV: 28,0 cal/cm²
- arc flash tested according to CSA Z462, OSHA 1910.269
- for the highest arc flash protection
- to wear over the normal PPE or clothing
- double layer fabric:
  outer layer 350 g/m² (10 oz/yd2): cotton, carbon
  inner layer 250 g/m² (7.4 oz/yd2): cotton, polyamid, carbon
- bag to store or transport the Kit
- color: navyblue

Description Material number

KIT HRC 3, 28.0 cal/cm², size: S 4100310

KIT HRC 3, 28.0 cal/cm², size: M 4100311

KIT HRC 3, 28.0 cal/cm², size: L 4100312

KIT HRC 3, 28.0 cal/cm², size: XL 4100313

KIT HRC 3, 28.0 cal/cm², size: XXL 4100314

KIT HRC 3, 28.0 cal/cm², size: XXXL 4100315
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storage bag

- storage bag
- to store e.g. helmet, face shield, golves etc.
- with cord
- colour red
- without contents

Description Material number

storage bag for helmet and face shield, 500 x 300 mm 7507600

Storage and Transport bag for KIT and PPE

- bag to store and transport PPE
- enough space for face protection, helmet, arc flash clothing
  and protective gloves
- solid construction
- size: 58 cm x 30 cm x 35 cm

Description Material number

storage and transport bag for KIT and PPE 4701001
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